This booklist is a sample of the types of books available for building letter knowledge. All of the following books can be found at your New Orleans Public Library. To find these titles at a library near you, search title and/or author at www.worldcat.org.

_Alphabet everywhere._

**Base, Graeme.** _Animalia._

**Bingham, Kelly L.** _Z is for Moose._

**Carlson, Nancy L.** _ABC, I like me!._

**Cronin, Doreen.** _Click, clack, quackity-quack : an alphabetical adventure._

**Demarest, Chris L.** _Alpha, Bravo, Charlie : the military alphabet._

**Demarest, Chris L.** _Firefighters A to Z._

**Ehlert, Lois.** _Eating the alphabet._

**Geisel, Theodor Seuss,** _Dr. Seuss's ABC : an amazing alphabet book!._

**Heller, Lora.** _Sign language ABC._

**Herzog, Brad.** _K is for kick : a soccer alphabet._

**Isadora, Rachel.** _ABC pop!._

**Jirankova-Limbrick, Martina.** _The artful alphabet._

**Lobel, Arnold.** _On Market Street._

**Martin, Bill,** 1916-2004. _Chicka chicka boom boom._

**Mclimans, David.** _Gone wild : an endangered animal alphabet._

**Moncure, Jane Belk.** _My "a" sound box. (series)_

**Munari, Bruno.** _ABC._

**Murray, Alison.** _Apple pie ABC._

**Salas, Laura Purdie.** _A is for arrr! : a pirate alphabet._

**Schaefer, Carole Lexa.** _ABCers._

**Weill, Cynthia.** _ABeCedarios : Mexican folk art ABCs in English and Spanish._

**Werner, Sharon.** _Alphabeasties and other amazing types._

**Wynne Pechter, Lesley,** 1951-. _Alligator, bear, crab : a baby's ABC._

**Ziefert, Harriet.** _Take care of me from A to Z._